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ABSTRACT Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite network is a cost-efficient way to achieve global covering for

wide-area Internet of Things (IoT). As more and more IoT applications require large amounts of computing

resources, cloud computing paradigm becomes one of the IoT’s main enablers. Abundant resources can

be used to execute computation-intensive IoT applications in the cloud. Moreover, edge computing has

emerged to alleviate the high latency and low bandwidth problem of cloud computing. The integration of

edge computing into LEO networks (which is called LEC in this paper) can improve satellite IoT network’s

performance. In addition, it is an effective way to support delay-sensitive and resource-hungry wide-area IoT

applications. However, there are many technical challenges for LEC, which is different from edge computing

in terrestrial networks. Therefore, we study LEC in depth and a novel system architecture is proposed. A LEC

prototype system is implemented which verifies our design. The simulation result demonstrates that LEC

can improve system performance compared with cloud computing in LEO networks.

INDEX TERMS Edge computing, Internet of Things, LEO satellite network.

I. INTRODUCTION

Satellite network is a cost-efficient solution to solve many

covering problems faced by terrestrial-based wide-area Inter-

net of Things (IoT) [1]. Firstly, satellite network is not lim-

ited by extreme topographies due to its covering advantages.

Secondly, as a supplement and extension to the terrestrial

wireless network, satellite network is an important approach

to achieve global IoT devices covering. Moreover, Low Earth

Orbit (LEO) satellite network [2] has advantages over Geo-

stationary Earth Orbit (GEO) satellite communication system

for satellite IoT network. First, satellite-ground links’ propa-

gation latency of LEO satellites is much less than that of GEO

satellites. Second, most satellite IoT devices are designed to

be small-sized, long-life and consume less power. The signal

loss due to propagation shall be smaller in LEO networks,

which helps the terminal design to reach the ideal pattern.

As the IoT generates a huge amount of data that needs pro-

cessing and storage, cloud computing paradigm becomes one

of the IoT’smain enablers [3]. Abundant and elastic resources
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are available to run computation-intensive IoT applications

in the cloud. However, as more and more applications (such

as smart transportation, augmented reality) require large

amounts of computing and network resources [4], IoT devices

suffer from low bandwidth and high latency when communi-

cating with cloud servers.

Edge computing has emerged as an enabling technol-

ogy to alleviate the high latency and low bandwidth prob-

lem [3]. Edge computing can enhance system performance

and QoE of users by deploying processing and storage

resource closer to users. Additionally, many resource-hungry

and delay-sensitive applications can be supported by utilizing

edge computing. Examples for these applications include

Autonomous Driving and AR.

The integration of edge computing [5] into LEO net-

works can improve satellite IoT network’s performance by

providing near-device processing capability. Furthermore,

delay-sensitive and resource-hungry wide-area IoT applica-

tions can be supported. Autonomous border monitoring is an

example of those applications.

We think that deploying processing resource on LEO satel-

lites is an effective way to enhance satellite IoT network with
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edge computing. In this way, large amount of data generated

by IoT devices can be processed directly by LEO satellites,

instead of terrestrial cloud servers. Therefore, much network

traffic is avoided in satellite IoT network and the processing

delay is reduced. For instance, to make the overall delay

lower, data generated by an IoT device can be processed by a

LEO satellite. Such LEO network’s edge computing is called

LEC in this paper.

Although satellite IoT network’s performance can be

improved by LEC, there are many technical challenges differ-

ent from edge computing in terrestrial networks. Firstly, one

satellite’s storage and processing resource is relatively scarce.

This is because the size and weight of a satellite is limited

and space environment is rigorous. This raises the need for

integrating all the satellites’ resource to provide satisfactory

service. Secondly, an IoT device frequently handovers from

one satellite to another, because LEO satellites fly at high

speed.

Therefore, it is not appropriate to adopt terrestrial edge

computing architectures in LEO networks, e.g. ETSI’s

Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC). When designing sys-

tem architecture of LEC, one needs to take LEO networks’

characteristics into account.

So this paper studies LEC in depth and a novel LEC system

architecture is proposed. In specific, our proposed architec-

ture has a 3-layer user plane and a two-level control plane.

The control plane is comprised of a global LEC controller

and controlling agents on all the satellites. In this architecture

every satellite’s resource can be ‘‘pooled’’, so it is possible

that the whole system’s resource is efficiently utilized to

process IoT data. Moreover, we implement a LEC prototype

system based on proposed architecture.

The contribution of this paper can be summarized as

follows.
• Considering LEO networks’ characteristics, we give

design principles of the LEC system architecture. Then

based on these design principles, we propose the LEC

system architecture. Additionally, we analyze the key

technologies that are necessary for the efficient opera-

tion of the system.

• The implementation method of the LEC proto-

type system is described, including the virtualization

technologies, service migration, the application for

demonstration, etc.

• We present functionalities that are achieved in the LEC

prototype system and compare the performance of LEC

between cloud computing.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Related

works are introduced in Section II. We discuss alternatives of

edge computing deployment in LEO networks and propose

LEC architecture in Section III. In Section IV the implemen-

tation method of the LEC prototype system is described. The

functions of the LEC prototype system and performance eval-

uation are presented in Section V. In Section VI we conclude

this paper and envision some future work.

II. RELATED WORK

There are three widely-adopted edge computing architecture

in the terrestrial network: Cloudlet [6], Fog computing [7] and

MEC [8].

Cloudlet aims to extend remote datacenter cloud services

closer to end users [8]. A cloudlet ismerely amicro datacenter

offering access to end users over Wi-Fi. End users can deploy

and manage their own VMs in Cloudlets [6].

Fog computing enables a cloud computing architecture

away from centralized cloud datacenters. It considers a

lot of geographically wide-spread edge nodes as part of

a distributed and collaborative cloud [8]. It also enables

device management and network management at the network

edge [9].

MEC enables cloud computing capabilities at the Radio

Access Network (RAN) edge close to end users. Utilizing

MEC, one can develop a wide range of new applications and

services. Service providers can also benefit from using MEC

by collecting more information about customers, e.g. their

location and interests [8].

Next we review related works about edge computing in

satellite networks.

Satellite MEC is proposed in [10] and the authors inves-

tigate 3 offloading location alternatives: proximal terrestrial

offloading, satellite-borne offloading and remote terrestrial

offloading. Cooperative computation offloading is also pre-

sented: satellite MEC servers can execute users’ processing

tasks by cooperation. However, they don’t consider coopera-

tive computation offloading in the scenario of satellite-borne

offloading.

A system architecture for cloud/edge computing in the

space-air-ground network is presented in [11]. In that archi-

tecture, communication to cloud servers is provided by satel-

lites and edge computing is provided by drones. It can take

limitation about remote processing and energy into account

when offloading resource-hungry tasks.

In [12] the authors design a strategy to efficiently sched-

ule the edge servers in the satellite terrestrial networks to

provide more powerful edge computing services. In order to

efficiently allocate satellite edge computing resource in this

strategy, they propose a double edge computation offload-

ing algorithm to optimize energy consumption and reduce

latency by assigning tasks to edge servers with minimal

cost.

The authors of [13] propose a game-theoretic approach

to the optimization of computation offloading strategy in

satellite edge computing. As metrics of optimizing perfor-

mance, a task’s response time and energy consumption are

computed based on the queuing theory. They theoretically

prove the existence and uniqueness of the Nash equilib-

rium and propose an iterative algorithm to find the Nash

equilibrium.

In [14], the authors formulate the latency and energy

optimization for MEC enhanced satellite-based internet of

things networks as a dynamic mixed-integer programming
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problem. The optimal solutions of this problem are hard to

obtain. Therefore, the complex problem is decomposed into

two sub-problems. The first sub-problem is computing and

communication resource allocation with fixed user associ-

ation and offloading decision. The second sub-problem is

joint user association and offloading with optimal resource

allocation. For the sub-problem of resource allocation, it is

proven that one can obtain the optimal solution based on

Lagrange multiplier method. The authors further formulate

the second sub-problem as a Markov decision process. And

they propose a joint user association and offloading decision

with optimal resource allocation based on deep reinforcement

learning.

In order to intelligently use the satellite Internet of Things,

in [15] an application scheme of satellite IoT edge intelligent

computing is proposed, and how edge computing and deep

learning play a role in satellite IoT image data target detection

is analyzed. The authors simulated the proposed solution and

experimented with the existing embedded processing board.

Experiments show that the scheme can reduce the delay of

acquiring images from satellites and performing target detec-

tion, and save backhaul bandwidth.

There are also more existing works on satellite empowered

communication and computing systems. For example, in [16]

the authors point out that the densification of large numbers

of static small cells faces many fundamental challenges. This

motivates them to develop software-defined space-air-ground

integrated moving cells (SAGECELL), a programmable,

scalable, and flexible framework to integrate space, air, and

ground resources for matching dynamic traffic demands with

network capacity supplies. The conceptual architecture of

SAGECELL is elaborated in detail, and the technological

benefits are emphasized. Their proposed framework SAGE-

CELL is able to achieve obvious capacity improvement. The

difference between this paper and [16] is that this paper

utilizes satellites as edge computing node.

In [17], the authors consider a space-air-ground inte-

grated mobile edge caching IoT system composed of satellite

and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), where LEO satellite

broadcasts data, andUAVs collect the data from decentralized

ground sensors. Since the sensors’ low-power property leads

data loss, fault-tolerant codes are employed for availability

protection. This paper is different from [17] because this

paper utilizes LEO satellites to provide computation offload-

ing service.

The authors of [18] note that due to unique characteris-

tics of satellite environment, one of the main challenges in

this system is to accommodate massive random access (RA)

requests of IoT devices while minimizing their energy con-

sumptions. In that paper, they focus on the reliable design and

detection of RA preamble to effectively enhance the access

efficiency in high-dynamic low-earth-orbit (LEO) scenarios.

The difference between this paper and [18] is that they focus

on the communication aspect and we focus on the edge

computing aspect.

III. EDGE COMPUTING IN LEO NETWORKS

A LEO network [19] usually includes a lot of LEO satel-

lites, satellite network gateway(s) and user terminals, e.g. IoT

devices. We assume that there are inter-satellites links (ISLs)

in the LEO network [20], so there is no need to deploy a lot of

gateways in geographically dispersive sites to achieve global

network access. Taking advantage of edge computing, data

generated by IoT devices in any geographical area can be

processed in timely fashion.

Next we explain the performance gain by combine edge

computing and LEO network. Satellite network is used by

users when there is no ground BSs. If the user can access

the terrestrial mobile network by ground BSs, he/she usually

won’t access satellite network. In this scenario, it is better

to deploy edge computing resource near to the ground BSs.

So there is no need to combine LEO network with cloud

computing.

However, this work focuses on the scenario that the user

can’t access the network by ground BSs, e.g. the user is

on the sea. In such scenario, if the user wants to get com-

puting service from the cloud (deployed on the ground),

he/she suffers from low bandwidth and high latency. This

is because the network path between the user and the cloud

server includes at least 2 satellite-ground links and probably

many inter-satellite links as shown in Figure 1. The com-

bination of LEO network and edge computing can allevi-

ate the high latency and low bandwidth problem, because

users can get computing service directly from satellites (LEC

nodes). The network path between the users and the LEC

node only include 1 satellite-ground link and probably a few

inter-satellite links.

FIGURE 1. A user utilizes cloud in the satellite network.

A. ALTERNATIVES OF LEO NETWORKS’ EDGE COMPUTING

When studying LEO networks’ edge computing, one need

to firstly determine the way of deployment, i.e. where to

deploy edge computing resource. If one deploys edge com-

puting resource in the satellite network gateway, all the data
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generated by massive IoT devices needs to be transported

to the edge computing node in the satellite network gate-

way to be processed. There are several disadvantages for

this deployment option. Firstly, there may be many ISLs

on the network path between the edge computing node (in

the satellite gateway) and an IoT device. Transporting data

from IoT devices to the edge computing node will consume

these ISLs’ capacities. Secondly, the aim of introducing edge

computing into LEO satellite IoT network is to utilize edge

computing nodes to reduce the delay of data processing.

However, the data processing delay is probably very high

because of the large communication delay between the edge

computing node (in the gateway) and IoT devices.

If one deploys edge computing resource on LEO satellites,

data generated by IoT devices can be processed directly by

LEO satellites. When the IoT device’s accessing satellite (or

its neighbor satellite) has the requested processing function,

the end-to-end path between the IoT device and the satellite

providing processing function doesn’t include many ISLs.

So the bandwidth of these ISLs can be saved. Additionally,

the data processing delay will be largely reduced.

Therefore, by deploying edge computing resource on LEO

satellites, network traffic and processing delay of data can

be largely reduced. So we investigate edge computing in

LEO networks where edge computing resource is deployed

on LEO satellites. In this paper we denote edge computing

system in LEO networks as ‘‘LEC’’ and every LEO satellite

is corresponding to a LEC node. Because the satellite net-

work gateway with edge computing resource can be used to

support delay-tolerant applications, we think deploying edge

computing resource in the satellite network gateway is still

helpful.

FIGURE 2. LEC system.

As shown in FIGURE 2, LEC system is composed of

the LEO satellites constellation, the satellite network gate-

way and user terminals, e.g. IoT devices. LEO satellites fly

at very high speed. Any two satellites in the constellation

can communicate with each other by one hop or several

hops using ISLs. To achieve the multi-hop communication

between satellites, there are switching and routing devices

on the satellites, which is out of the scope of this paper.

The satellite network gateway is deployed on the ground.

It provides interconnection between the terrestrial network

and the satellite network. In the LEC system, the LEC con-

troller is placed in the satellite network gateway and the local

controlling agent is deployed on every satellite. The LEC

controller and local agents constitute the two-level control

plane of the system, which will be described in Section III-C.

User terminals can get edge computing service from the LEC

system, e.g., data generated by IoT devices can be processed

by LEO satellites (LEC nodes).

B. DESIGN PRINCIPLES

LEO satellites fly at very high speed and the topology of

the LEO network changes frequently. Additionally, the pro-

cessing and storage resource of the LEO satellite is more

scarce than MEC node in terrestrial networks. Moreover, the

propagation delay of satellite-ground links and inter-satellite

links are longer than the wireline links in terrestrial net-

works. Due to the above characteristics of the LEO networks,

the design of the LEC system architecture should obey the

following design principles:

(1) Service mobility capability: Because LEO satellites fly

at very high speed, the hop count between the user terminal

and the service will increase if a service can’t be migrated

from one satellite to another. This will cause higher service

delay and more network traffic. Therefore the system should

be able to migrate the service. Moreover, after the service is

migrated, the system should help the user to find the service.

(2) Pooling of satellites’ resource: Considering that a single

LEO satellite’s resource is much more scarce, in order to

increase the number of IoT devices served by the system,

it is necessary to utilize the resource of all the satellites in

the system efficiently. Additionally, large computation tasks

need cooperative computing bymultiple satellites, which also

requires pooling of all the satellites’ resource.

(3) Direct communication: In current cloud computing

system, there is usually a load balancing server, which can

receive the request from the user and redirect the request to

the actual serving node. However, if there is a proxy node

(like the load balancing server) in LEC system, the com-

munication between the proxy node and the user terminal

will cause redundant network traffic. The communication

between the proxy node and the actual serving LEC node

(LEO satellite) will also cause redundant network traffic.

This is unacceptable in LEO satellite IoT network. Therefore,

the communication between the user terminal and the serving

LEC node should be direct.

C. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Our proposed LEC system architecture is illustrated in

FIGURE 3. The whole system can be divided into user plane

and control plane.

The user plane of every satellite is composed of 3 layers.

The satellite-based infrastructure layer includes satellite pay-

loads such as CPU, GPU, FPGA, DSP, disk, switch, which
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FIGURE 3. System architecture.

can be classified into computing, storage and networking

devices. The virtualization layer is responsible for abstract

these devices to virtualized resource. The edge computing

services layer is composed of various services which are

developed by the 3rd party, such as object identification, aug-

mented reality, sensing data analytics and automatic decision.

This layer is based on computing, storage and networking

resource provided by the virtualization layer.

The control plane is composed of the LEC controller and

every satellite’s local controlling agent. Every satellite’s local

agent can communicate with the LEC controller through the

feeder link and satellites’ relay. For better performance and

reliability, we recommend to place the LEC controller in

the satellite network gateway. The LEC controller manages

the LEC system’s operation and the LEC system’s global

knowledge is maintained by it. The agent is a lightweight

daemon that controls the behavior of hosting LEO satellite’s

user plane according to the LEC controller’s decision. It also

collects the user plane’s status.

The main functions of the LEC controller are as follows:

(1) Global view: Some LEC system’s global information

is maintained by the LEC controller, which includes all the

links’ latency and bandwidth, constellation topology, all the

satellites’ available resource and capacity of resource, etc.

(2) Services’ location information: The LEC controller

should know all the services’ and their associated images’

location information. During users’ service discovery pro-

cess, the location information is necessary.

(3) Serving satellite choice: The LEC controller should be

able to choose an appropriate satellite to provide service to

the user, which is needed by the service discovery process

described in Section III-D.

(4) Service mobility management: A service continuity

mechanism is needed after a service instance migrates from

a satellite to another. Some signaling messages between the

LEC controller, the source LEC node, the destination LEC

node and the user terminal are needed.

(5) Service lifecycle management: The LEC controller is

responsible for managing the whole lifecycle of a service,

from pulling the container image for the service to deploying

the service, and finally deleting the service.

The main functions of the local agent are as follows:

(1) Service registration: The agent monitors the running

service on the hosting satellite and registers these services to

the LEC controller.

(2) Service start and stop: The agent starts and stops the ser-

vice on the hosting satellite according to the LEC controller’s

decision.

(3) Local view: The agent monitors and collects the

resource usage statistics, resource capacity and links status

of the hosting satellite.

(4) Service migration: The agent is responsible for the

signaling about servicemigrationwith the LEC controller and

the agent on the destination LEC node. It also transfers the

necessary data for service migration to the destination LEC

node.

(5) Virtualized infrastructure management: The local agent

manages virtualized infrastructure on the hosting satellite,

which is abstracted from satellite-based physical devices.

D. KEY TECHNOLOGIES

In the proposed system architecture, in order to operate effi-

ciently, the LEC system also needs some key technologies:
• Service Discovery: Because the LEO satellite’s resource

is more scarce than the MEC node in terrestrial net-

works, placing every service on all the satellites is not

possible. Sowhen a user request for a service, the service

is only deployed on part of satellites in the constellation.

So the LEC system needs to find the satellite which

can serve the user. Moreover, the LEC system needs

to help the user terminal to select the ‘good’ serving

satellite, i.e. the satellite that can satisfy the user’s QoE

demand. Additionally, if there is no satellite that both

has the requested service and can satisfy the user’s QoE

demand, the LEC system should select a good satellite

for service deploying. It is intuitive that the user should

get edge computing service from its access satellite.

However, this may degrade the user’s QoE because the

access satellite may be already overloaded or it will fly

away immediately and can’t be accessed by the user ter-

minal. It is clear that the serving satellite choice strategy

has important influence on users’ QoE and the system’s

performance.Moreover, to ensure backward compatibil-

ity, it is better to integrate the service discovery process

into the DNS process.

• Service Migration: Service migration is necessary to

provide high-quality service to users consistently. Ser-

vice migration can be classified into two kinds: stateless
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migration and stateful migration. Running states of the

application aren’t moved by stateless migration [21].

After stateless migration, the computation process of

the application has to begin from scratch on the desti-

nation LEC node. This means that the computation on

the source LEC node is useless and the computation

resource is wasted. So it is better to adopt stateful migra-

tion. Additionally, mobility management with respect to

service is needed to help the user request the migrated

service. This is different from mobility management

with respect to the user terminal.

• Service Migration Decision: On the one hand, if a ser-

vice always stays on a LEO satellite, the service delay

and redundant network traffic will be larger and larger.

On the other hand, if the service is migrated too fre-

quently, the service migration process will cause huge

traffic overhead. Additionally, it may not be the best

choice to migrate the service to the current access satel-

lite of the user terminal, because the access satellite

may be overloaded. Therefore, the LEC system should

decide whether to migrate the service and to which LEO

satellite the service is migrated. There are already many

works which study service migration decision strategy

in MEC. But it is necessary to consider the dynamicity

and periodical characteristics of the LEO network when

designing the migration decision strategy in LEC.

• Distributed Computing: When a user wants to offload a

computation-intensive task to the LEC system, a single

satellite can’t complete the task in time, because its

computation resource is limited. In this use case, it is

necessary to utilizemany satellites’ resource to complete

the offloaded computation task with less time. There-

fore, the computation task needs to be divided into small

subtasks and these subtasks needs to be scheduled to

several satellites. The subtasks scheduling problem is

very complex because many factors should be consid-

ered, such as the available computation resource and

residual energy of all the satellites, links’ delay and

capacity between all the satellites. In addition, there

may be different optimization objectives, e.g. minimiz-

ing task completion delay, balancing satellites’ load and

minimizing communication overhead.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF PROTOTYPE

This section introduces the implementation method of the

LEC prototype system. In order to implement a LEC proto-

type system as described in Section III, it is needed to solve

some problems as follows:

How to achieve lightweight virtualization: To provide

separate and secure environment for every edge comput-

ing service on the satellite, it is necessary to use virtual-

ization technologies. There are mainly two kinds of virtu-

alization technologies, i.e. container and virtual machine.

We adopt container that is more lightweight, considering

the relatively small resource capacity of every LEO satellite.

An instantiated container implements an instance of service.

Specifically, we use opensource container management tool

Podman [22] to build containers which provide services.

Moreover, the local agent uses Podman’s API to start, stop,

checkpoint, restore containers, etc.

How to make the global view available to the LEC con-

troller: The global view is vital for the LEC controller’s

function, such as serving satellite choice, service migration

decision. In order to make the global view available to the

LEC controller, every local agent gets the hosting satellite’s

information using Linux command and Podman command.

Moreover, agents should send the hosting satellite’s infor-

mation to the LEC controller. We use a Python’s module -

Socket to transport signaling messages (including the above

mentioned information) between every agent and the LEC

controller. In the initialization phase, the LEC controller

opens the socket and waits for connection from every agent.

Because LEC controller needs to get the above mentioned

information from agents and send command to agents in a

timely fashion, the socket will stay open.

How to achieve stateful service migration: Taking into

account that a service is implemented by a container in

the prototype system, stateful service migration can be

implemented by migrating stateful container. Specifically,

we utilize CRIU (Checkpoint/Restore In Userspace) to

migrate container [23]. When the agent on the source LEC

node receives the command tomigrate service to a destination

LEC node, it firstly checkpoints the corresponding container

to get a snapshot of this container. Then the agent on the

source LEC node sends, using Linux SCP, the snapshot file to

the agent on the destination LEC node. Finally, the destina-

tion LEC node restores an identical container that can provide

the service.

How to implement a computation offloading application

for demonstration: We adopt object tracking as the demo

service, which identifies specific objects and marks them in

a video. The first reason to adopt target tracking is that it

is an important functional module for many emerging appli-

cations. The second is that target tracking needs to offload

computation tasks to LEC node because its computation-

intensive nature. In edge computing this is a common use

case. Because this paper doesn’t focus on object tracking

algorithm, this service is developed based on Open Source

Computer Vision Library (OpenCV) and Django. OpenCV is

an open source computer vision software library. Django is a

mature PythonWeb framework.We use Django to implement

original video uploading, processed video downloading and

service’s front-end Web page.

V. FUNCTION VERIFICATION AND PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION

In this section, we first present functionalities that are already

achieved in the LEC prototype system, then compare the

performance of LEC and cloud computing.

Firstly, we show that the object tracking application can

be supported by the LEC prototype system. In this test, a car

advertisement video (the original video) is uploaded to the
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FIGURE 4. The original video’s and processed video’s first frame.

LEC system and the processed video is downloaded. The ser-

vice identifies andmarks some objects in the processed video.

Both the original video’s and processed video’s same frame

are presented in FIGURE 4 and FIGURE 5 respectively.

The original video’s first frame and processed video’s cor-

responding frame are shown in FIGURE 4. The subfigure (a)

shows the original video’s first frame, which contains a man

sitting in a car. The service identifies this man and two chairs

as shown by subfigure (b). It also marks themwith boxes. The

identification results’ probabilities are given too.

Similarly, FIGURE 5 shows the original video’s second

frame and processed video’s corresponding frame. A dog is

contained in subfigure (a). The service marks the dog with a

box as shown by the subfigure (b). The identification result’s

probability 86.48% is given too.

From above comparison, object tracking service can be

supported by our LEC prototype system.

Next the service discovery function is presented. In current

version of the LEC prototype system, an appropriate serving

LEC node is chosen for deploying service and the user ter-

minal is told to request the chosen LEC node for service in

the service discovery process. The LEC system can provide

service to the user after service discovery, i.e. from a chosen

LEC node.

The service discovery process is shown in FIGURE 6 to

FIGURE 7. As shown in FIGURE 6 (a), at first, the user needs

to provide the name of requested service in the ‘‘URL’’ of

FIGURE 5. The original video’s and processed video’s second frame.

the client end. Then this name is sent to the LEC controller.

The LEC controller will choose a LEC node and the corre-

sponding service is deployed on the LEC node. After that,

the LEC controller tells the user terminal about the IP address

of the LEC node and port number of service. Then the user

knows how to get the service. As shown in FIGURE 6 (b),

the user provides a service name and receives the IP address

and port number information. Then the client end starts the

web browser and uses the received information to access the

service’s web page, as shown in FIGURE 7.

Thirdly, the LEC prototype system’s service migration

function is presented. Stateful service migration is to move

the service from one LEC node (the source LEC node) to

another specified LEC node (the destination LEC node).

Additionally, after stateful migration, the service instance on

the destination LEC node should have the same state as the

service instance on the source LEC node.

Some logs are provided to verify the stateful service migra-

tion. As shown in the red box in FIGURE 8, the LEC node

outputs ‘‘video is not uploaded’’ if it waits for uploaded video.

And there is a number increasing by one every second after

this statement.

The destination LEC node has a new container after service

migration as shown in FIGURE 9, which means that the

service is successfully migrated. The destination LEC node’s

log is shown in FIGURE 10. The log before the red box is

obviously the same as that in FIGURE 8. Additionally in the
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FIGURE 6. The client-side before and after service discovery process.

FIGURE 7. The user can get service from the selected satellite.

red box, the number continues to increase. The destination

LEC node’s log demonstrates that service migration is indeed

stateful in the LEC prototype system, because it shows that

this container is the same as the source LEC node’s one.

Finally, we demonstrate the performance gains of combin-

ing edge computing and LEO (LEC) by compare LEC with

FIGURE 8. The source LEC node’s log.

FIGURE 9. The information about destination LEC node’s container.

FIGURE 10. The destination LEC node’s log.

cloud computing in LEO satellite networks. The performance

metrics include users’ service latency and occupied links’

bandwidth caused by users. Users’ service latency affects

their QoE. Because satellite-ground links’ and inter-satellite

links’ capacities are limited, occupied links’ bandwidth

should be small.

The simulation settings are presented as follows. We con-

sider 3 different satellite constellations. The first constel-

lation is composed of 6 orbits with 11 satellites in every

orbit. The link delay between a user terminal and his access

satellite is 5 ms and between two neighboring satellites is

14 ms. The second constellation is composed of 6 orbits

with 12 satellites in every orbit. The link delay between a

user terminal and his access satellite is 7 ms and between

two neighboring satellites is 13 ms. The third constellation
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FIGURE 11. Every user’s service latency in the scenario of 66 satellites
and 15 users when using LEC and cloud computing respectively.

FIGURE 12. Every user’s service latency in the scenario of 66 satellites
and 20 users when using LEC and cloud computing respectively.

FIGURE 13. The occupied links’ bandwidth caused by every user in the
scenario of 66 satellites and 15 users when using LEC and cloud
computing respectively.

is composed of 12 orbits with 20 satellites in every orbit. The

link delay between a user terminal and his access satellite is

8 ms and between two neighboring satellites is 7 ms. We sim-

ulate the scenario of 15 users which get the object tracking

service from the LEC and cloud in the satellite network gate-

way respectively. We also simulate the scenario of 20 users.

The location of every user terminal is randomly chosen and

the serving satellite is randomly chosen among the 2-hop

FIGURE 14. The occupied links’ bandwidth caused by every user in the
scenario of 66 satellites and 20 users when using LEC and cloud
computing respectively.

FIGURE 15. Every user’s service latency in the scenario of 72 satellites
and 15 users when using LEC and cloud computing respectively.

FIGURE 16. Every user’s service latency in the scenario of 72 satellites
and 20 users when using LEC and cloud computing respectively.

neighborhood of the access satellite. The traffic needed for

uploading and downloading the original and processed video

clip are 222 and 216 KB respectively. The processing delay

by a satellite and the cloud are 30 ms and 10 ms respec-

tively. To make the simulation result more convincing, we

run the simulation 10 times and present the average result.

For readers’ convenience, we list simulation parameters in

Table 1.
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FIGURE 17. The occupied links’ bandwidth caused by every user in the
scenario of 72 satellites and 15 users when using LEC and cloud
computing respectively.

FIGURE 18. The occupied links’ bandwidth caused by every user in the
scenario of 72 satellites and 20 users when using LEC and cloud
computing respectively.

FIGURE 19. Every user’s service latency in the scenario of 240 satellites
and 15 users when using LEC and cloud computing respectively.

As shown in Figure 11, the service delay of every user

when using LEC is less than that of the cloud. The similar

result can be found in Figure 12, Figure 15, Figure 16,

Figure 19 and Figure 20. The reason is that the hop count

TABLE 1. Simulation parameters.

FIGURE 20. Every user’s service latency in the scenario of 240 satellites
and 20 users when using LEC and cloud computing respectively.

FIGURE 21. The occupied links’ bandwidth caused by every user in the
scenario of 240 satellites and 15 users when using LEC and cloud
computing respectively.

between the user terminal and the service instance is usually

smaller when using LEC compared with using cloud. This

means that LEC helps to improve users’ QoE.
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FIGURE 22. The occupied links’ bandwidth caused by every user in the
scenario of 240 satellites and 20 users when using LEC and cloud
computing respectively.

As shown in Figure 13, for every user, all the links’ band-

width occupied by the user when using LEC is less than

that bandwidth when using cloud. The reason is that LEC

can provide service on LEO satellites that are closer to user

terminals. This means that LEC helps to reduce bandwidth

occupation in the LEO network.

VI. CONCLUSION

A system architecture is proposed for edge computing in LEO

networks in this paper. We have developed a LEC prototype

system that verifies our design based on this architecture.

One can use it to test related algorithms and strategies, for

example decision on service migration and choosing serving

satellite. The performance evaluation has demonstrated that

LEC outperforms cloud computing in LEO networks with

respect to service delay and links’ bandwidth.

For the future work, we are going to develop some clas-

sical satellite IoT application and leverage the LEC proto-

type system to demonstrate the advantage of LEC. Another

direction is to integrate remote cloud into the LEC system

and utilize both cloud and edge computing to accommodate

more computation-intensive IoT applications. Moreover, it is

also beneficial to study vehicle-based edge computing [24]

which is similar to LEC.
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